COVER IMAGE: Time is Another River, 2015, honeycomb cardboard, expanded foam, plastics, and fluorescent light, 72” x 94” x 20”.
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“The finished piece always feels like evidence to me
— summations of what I’ve been thinking about.”
– Judy Pfaff
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Judy Pfaff is a force of nature. Her work is large,

the private collections of Christo, Jennifer

often times completely encompassing the

Bartlett, Agnes Gund, Sol Le Witt and James

viewer, and very complex with ever-changing

Rosenquist. She has received numerous awards,

materials and formal approaches. She is

including the MacArthur Fellowship or “genius

capable of completely filling multiple galleries

grant,” Guggenheim Fellowship, and multiple

simultaneously with her work; her productivity

National Endowment of the Arts grants.

suggests a fully staffed factory, but mostly she
prefers to work alone in her studio without
interruption to have as direct an experience with
the materials as possible. She has been doing
this for more than four decades since earning
her MFA from Yale University in 1973 without a
hint of slowing down. Since 2010, she has held
an astounding twenty-two solo exhibitions and
her work has been featured in thirty-five group
exhibitions, figures made all the more incredible
by the fact that she has served as co-chair of
the Art Department at Bard College since 1994.
She has exhibited in every corner of the United
States and all over the world, from Sao Paolo,
Brazil to Venice, Italy and Tokyo, Japan. Pfaff’s
work is in the permanent collections of Museum
Judy Pfaff working on There Is a Field, I Will Meet you There (Rumi), 2015, melted plastic, pigmented expanded foam, acrylic, resin,
plexiglass, steel, cardboard, paper lanterns, fluorescents.

of Art, Seonhwa Art and Culture Foundation
in Seoul, Korea, among many others including

To host an artist of this caliber and historic
significance in the York College Galleries is an
incredible honor for our college and community
and we are thrilled to host Pfaff’s exhibition,
“Somewhere Before.” The following essay
by Philadelphia sculptor and art critic Leslie
Kaufman offers a wonderful verbal description
of the work, but to understand the power of
Pfaff’s work one must visit the galleries and
be immersed in it. I would like to thank Judy
Pfaff for sharing this work and also thank her
assistants Lydia Meyer, Rob Van Erve and Kyle
Zynda for helping install the exhibition. I hope
you will enjoy this exhibition as much as I have.
– Matthew Clay-Robison, Gallery Director

Udaipur 40, 2014, Encaustic and various papers, 42 1/4” x 12 7/8”.
OPPOSITE IMAGE: Installation View, “Somewhere Before,” 2015.

JUDY PFAFF’S VISUAL INTELLIGENCE

For a highly accomplished artist with an

BY LESLIE KAUFMAN

extensive resume, the question might arise

Encountering Judy Pfaff’s work for the first

as to why Pfaff was attracted to the York

time is exhilarating. With explosions of color,

College Galleries. The answer is both simple

light and form claiming every inch of space, the

and complex. The simple answer is that she

exuberance of her twisting, dripping, thrusting,

was intrigued by the shapes of the rooms.

and exploding masses and tendrils is palpable.

One gallery space is octagonal, while the

The ideal way to absorb this visual cacophony

other has a curved wall, with a narrow hallway

is as an immersive sensory experience, leaving

connecting them. This provided her the

any urges toward intellectual understanding

opportunity to paint and light each space

lingering outside the gallery doors. Or at least

differently and to separate the show into three

that is what the artist would prefer. Pfaff is

bodies of work: colored drawings and large

concerned with “seeing” more than “thinking”

wall pieces in the octagonal room, drawings

and encourages her viewers to follow her path,

in the hallway, and expansive installations in

no matter how circuitous.

the large gallery. Given freedom to transform

Known as one of the progenitors of installation
art, she has pushed boundaries and mashed
up definitions of painting and sculpture for

the space as she desired, she was able to fully
actualize her vision without the constraints of
intrusive architectural elements.

over fifty years. Although emotion has been

The complex answer delves into her ongoing

her guiding force, personal themes relating

interest in dichotomies and opposing forces

to nature, place, and a sense of home, appear

that has influenced her work for many years.

frequently. This current show borrows from

This interest was explicit in a recent show in

some of her past exhibitions while also introducing

New York City, where her work was divided

new works that continue her innovative

between the Loretta Howard and Pavel Zoubok

approaches to materials and techniques.

Galleries. In one, she evoked the forces of
uncontrolled nature and portrayed botanically

Installation View, “Somewhere Before,” 2015.

“. . . explosions of
color, light and form
claiming every inch
of space. . .”
OPPOSITE IMAGE: Untitled (detail), 2015, plexiglass, expanded pigment foam, steel, cardboard, melted plastic, fluorescent lights,
Styrofoam, plaster, dyed plastic.

inspired fantasies, and in the other, she

each piece takes the viewer on a part of Pfaff’s

referenced, and even paid homage to, the more

journey, and as with any journey, there are

reductive works of some of the Color Field and

many stops along the way. Associations to the

Op art artists she had known earlier in her career.

natural world verge on the unnatural with

The statement was clear – she is a multifaceted

“Holi/Crazy Love” and “Sing like the Birds Sing,”

artist whose work cannot be contained by any

hung diagonally opposite each other on one wall.

one style, approach, or even gallery space.

In “Fission,” a burst of artificial flowers and

In the York College show, she takes advantage

metal spikes shooting out from thin circles of

of another opportunity to separate her work

plexiglass, suggests an ironic illustration of

into cohesive units that retain their individual

Pete Seeger’s song, “Where Have all the

complexities but also reach across the aisle to

Flowers Gone?”

connect to each other. And in order for the
connection to be complete, the viewer needs to
walk in her footsteps.

Installation View, “Somewhere Before,” 2015.

The large gallery is approached differently.
Here, Pfaff creates new iterations of her
signature environments, populating the floor

In the octagonal gallery, each wall is painted a

space with mounds of biomorphic forms

different saturated color and is hung with one

suspended from or clinging to steel structures.

or more drawings, collages, or wall pieces of

Combining materials as diverse and unexpected

varying depths, shapes, and materials. The work

as Styrofoam, expanded pigment foam,

on each wall panel shares characteristics with its

cardboard, tree roots, steel, plaster, acrylic,

neighbors on either side, while also providing

resin, plastic, and fluorescent lights, her

contrast and opposition. Perhaps with a nod

process becomes an actual component of the

to the Battle of Gettysburg cyclorama painting

final product. Pourable foam expands and

thirty miles away, this wall installation surrounds

drips from hanging islands; accretions of foam,

the viewer and tells a story, not of fighting,

plaster and paint create strange landscapes;

but of nature’s connections and transitions.

and disks of melted plastic spirals create

Layered with both meanings and materials,

moire patterns on the walls. Although the

“. . . the exuberance of
her twisting, dripping,
thrusting, and
exploding masses and
tendrils is palpable.”
OPPOSITE IMAGE: Installation View (detail), “Somewhere Before,” 2015.

sculptures appear to have been randomly
assembled, a closer look reveals that there are
clear principles of organization that provide an
underlying structure. Sometimes referencing
nature’s growth patterns and other times
suggesting geometrical systems, she still asserts
the dominance of her own sense of order. There
is almost a molecular reorganization as the parts
come together to form something meaningful
and completely new.
Judy Pfaff cannot be forced into any one
category, but as with many artists who
preceded her in the Romantic tradition, she
sees imagination, rather than reason, as the
route to truth.

There Is a Field, I Will Meet you There (Rumi), 2015, melted plastic, pigmented expanded foam, acrylic, resin, plexiglass, steel, cardboard,
paper lanterns, fluorescents.

“. . . she has
pushed boundaries
and mashed up
definitions of painting
and sculpture. . .”
OPPOSITE IMAGE: There Is a Field, I Will Meet you There (Rumi) (detail), 2015, melted plastic, pigmented expanded foam, acrylic, resin,
plexiglass, steel, cardboard, paper lanterns, fluorescents.

ABOVE & OPPOSITE IMAGE: There Is a Field, I Will Meet you There (Rumi), 2015, melted plastic, pigmented expanded foam, acrylic,
resin, plexiglass, steel, cardboard, paper lanterns, fluorescents.

“. . . she is a
multifaceted artist
whose work cannot be
contained by any one
style, approach, or
even gallery space.”
Installation View, “Somewhere Before,” 2015.

ABOVE & OPPOSITE IMAGE: Installation View, “Somewhere Before,” 2015.

“. . . in order
for the connection
to be complete,
the viewer needs
to walk in
her footsteps. . .”
OPPOSITE IMAGE: Installation View (detail), “Somewhere Before,” 2015.

Installation View (detail), “Somewhere Before,” 2015.
OPPOSITE IMAGES: (LEFT & TOP RIGHT) Untitled (detail), 2015, plexiglass, expanded pigment foam, steel, cardboard, melted plastic,
fluorescent lights, Styrofoam, plaster, dyed plastic. (BOTTOM RIGHT) Untitled (detail), 2015.

“Layered with both
meanings and materials,
each piece takes the
viewer on a part of
Pfaff’s journey. . .”
OPPOSITE IMAGE: Time is Another River, 2015, honeycomb cardboard, expanded foam, plastics, and fluorescent light, 72” x 94” x 20”.

Installation View, “Somewhere Before,” 2015.
OPPOSITE IMAGE: Time is Another River (detail), 2015, honeycomb cardboard, expanded foam, plastics, and fluorescent light, 72” x 94” x 20”.

“Judy Pfaff cannot
be forced into any
one category. . .”

OPPOSITE IMAGE: Untitled, 2010, cut, burnt and perforated bond and crown kozo paper, silk and paper flowers, wire, ink, and pigment, 91” x 91” x 6”.

Installation View, “Somewhere Before,” 2015.
OPPOSITE IMAGE: (TOP) Ragamala 14, encaustic and various papers, 2013. Udaipur 29, encaustic and various papers, 2014. Udaipur 26,
encaustic and various papers, 2014. Eastern-Western, mixed media on paper, 2012. Ragamala 7, encaustic and various papers, 2013. (BOTTOM
LEFT) The Path To The Center Was Clearly Marked (detail), 2015, honeycomb cardboard, pigmented expanded foam, steel wires, plastics,

and fluorescent light, 90” x 88” x 19”. (BOTTOM RIGHT) Holi / Crazy Love, 2012, steel wires, plastics, shellacked Chinese paper lanterns, and
fluorescent light, 57” x 66” x 20”. Sing like the Birds Sing, 2012, steel wires, plastics, shellacked Chinese paper lanterns, and fluorescent light,
50” x 72” x 20”.

“. . . she sees
imagination, rather
than reason, as the
route to truth.”
OPPOSITE IMAGE: Holi / Crazy Love (detail), 2012, steel wires, plastics, shellacked Chinese paper lanterns, and fluorescent light, 57” x 66” x 20”.

Installation View, “Somewhere Before,” 2015.
OPPOSITE IMAGES: (TOP LEFT & RIGHT) Fission (detail), 2014, artificial flowers, plexiglass, paper, melted plastics.
(BOTTOM RIGHT) Rosie’s Bed (detail), 2009, cut, burnt and perforated bond and crown kozo paper, joss paper, sheet music, silk and
paper flowers, honeycomb packaging material, wire, fishing line, coffee filters, 91” x 91” x 6”.
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